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3 Locaties in uw favorieten 

 by moisemarian   

SO 

"For Girls Only!"

Established in 2009, SO is gay-friendly bar for girls. The atmosphere here

is lively with great music and service. Choose from an extensive selection

of cocktails and wines for a romantic meal or dance the night away to the

musical beats. The weekends get packed and much louder. Consider this

place for private functions. Visit the website for detailed information on all

their upcoming events.

 www.so-oslo.no  post@so-oslo.no  Arbeidergaten 2, Oslo

 by Marler   

Elsker 

"Gay-Friendly Entertaining Bar!"

Established in 2006, Elsker is one popular gay-friendly bar. The ambiance

is lively and fun. Offering a wide selection of beers and wines, their variety

of quick bites, sandwiches and dinners are appreciated too. Make it here

on entertaining evenings such as for comedy nights, musical and dance

nights for an unforgettable time. For detailed information on all their

events and schedules, check out the website.

 +47 22 41 8260  www.elsker-oslo.no/  contact@elsker-oslo.no  Kristian IV's Gate 7, Oslo

 by Siri Hardeland   

London Pub 

"London Style"

The London Pub is Oslo's oldest and most renowned gay and lesbian bar

in all of Oslo. It has a very accepting atmosphere and it caters to patrons

of all ages. Be sure to show up for the weekly theme nights, including a

quiz night, karaoke, and more. Primarily pop music is played, with an

occasional more traditional Norwegian song thrown into the mix every

once in a while. This establishment has two stories. The first is a casual

bar where you can sit, drink, and chat. The second story has a nightclub

feel and offers live DJs, dancing, and fun. With all of the activities and fun

to be had, this is not a location that you should pass up.

 +47 22 70 8700  www.londonpub.no/  post@londonpub.no  C. J. Hambros Plass 5, Oslo
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